Stars and Constellations
The star closest to the earth is the
________.
It is ________ million miles away from
the earth!
On a clear night there are approximately _________
stars that can be seen without a telescope.
The telescope was invented in the year __________.
A constellation is a group of stars which form a
____________ in the sky.
There are ________ official constellations recognized
by scientists.
The star that always points north is called
____________. It is part of the Ursa Major
constellation (also known as the Big
Dipper).
My favorite constellation is ______________________!
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Stars and Constellations
The star closest to the earth is the
__sun___.
It is __93___ million miles away from
the earth!
On a clear night there are approximately ___2000__
stars that can be seen without a telescope.
The telescope was invented in the year ___1608___.
A constellation is a group of stars which form a
____pattern__ in the sky.
There are __88___ official constellations recognized
by scientists.
The star that always points north is called
___Polaris___. It is part of the Ursa Major
constellation (also known as the Big
Dipper).
My favorite constellation is ______________________!
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